Step 3: Using a glue pen, glue the raw edges between both
fabrics along curved seam in which you
will be sewing. Quickly shape and match
the curved edges before the glue dries.
Step 4: Position the pieces at your
machine with Unit D2 next to the
presser foot. This will result with Unit D1
being on the bottom next to the feed dogs.

Illustration B-7: Unit B1 is sewn onto Group B. Press towards
Unit B1.
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Illustration
B-8: Unit B2 is
sewn onto Group B.
Press towards Unit B2.

NOTE - The Purple Thang: The Purple Thang works
great as a third finger to help hold the pieces together
when sewing the curves. It can be used to
smooth out pleats and hold the edges
together.

Step 5: Sew
the
pieces
together. Make sure your machine
is set to sew a quarter-inch seam
allowance. Sew a few stitches, pulling the
pins out as you sew.
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Illustration B-9: Unit B3 is sewn onto the
Group B. Match and pin your (TRP) lines
before you sew. Press the seams in towards
T-Temp. B2 and Unit B1.
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Step 6: The basting stitches can be removed once the joining seam
has been completed.
Step 7: The previous curved piecing steps are used to complete
the curved seams for each of the different units and templates in
this quilt.

Illustration B10: Unit
B4 is the last piece sewn
onto Group B. Press the
seams towards T-Temp. B1 and Unit B2.
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██LP 010: ILLUSTRATIONS B4-B10
►►Assemble Group B: Units B1-B4
Larger illustrations of the assembly graphics are found on the LP 010
newsprint. You will find the pressing lines are easier to follow on the
newsprint. Remember to match the smart corners at the beginning and
end of each seam.
Illustration B-4: Arrange the
Units into the order shown.
Remove the foundation papers
on each of the units.

██LP 010: ILLUSTRATIONS D1-D3
►►Assemble Group D: Units D1-D3
If you need help with any of the curved piecing refer back to the
instructions on Page 2.
Illustration D-1: Arrange the Units
into the order shown.
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Illustration B-5: T-Template
B1 is sewn to Units S1-S4. Press
towards T-Template B1.
B-5

Illustration B-6: T-Template B2
is sewn onto Group B. Press the
seams towards T-Template B2.
B-6
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Illustration
D-2: Unit D2 is sewn to Units D1.
Match and pin your (TRP) lines in
the center and glue the ends where the
Smart Corners match before you sew. Press
towards Unit D1.
Illustration D-3: Unit D3 is
sewn to Units D2. Match and
pin the three (TRP) lines in the
center. Glue the ends where the
Smart Corners match before you sew.
Press towards Unit D3.
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